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ABSTRACT

This project is carried out to develop a 2D cartoon animation. This project basically is for entertainment and commercial. This project titled is “The Story of Si Tanggang”. Different than a current cartoon story, this cartoon has a good value. This story is about a son did not respect their mother after he become rich. This project is especially for kids and generally for parents. Type of software that had been used in this project are Macromedia Flash MX, Toon Boom Studio, Soundforge and Adobe Premiere Pro. Duration of this project is 10 minutes and 31 second. The research of this project is about a lip sync.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Nowadays, we can see many types of 2D cartoon animation in television. Basically all 2D cartoon animations are for entertainment especially for kids. Beside for entertainment, this 2D cartoon animation also has a good message shown in the story.

For this PSM project, we choose to make 2D cartoon animation. The title is 'The Story Of Si Tanggang'. For this story of course a lot of people in Malaysia are already knew it. Before this, 'The Story of Si Tanggang' was just shown in television in a real story. So know, we choose this title to make this story using 2D animation. This story has given good messages especially for kids. As we know, kids are prefer to watch cartoon than a real story. This story is a man who did not respect his mother after he gets rich.

The aim of this project to be developed is about the kids can learn how important to respect our mother. Beside that, this project is for entertainment and has a commercial value. For this project, we prefer to make in about 10 to 15 minutes long.
1.2 Problem statement(s)

As we all know, there are many kinds of 2D cartoon animation showing in television. From current cartoon likes “Usop Sontorian” and “Kluang Man”, mostly children like to watch then from these two cartoons, we found that some bad language had been used. Therefore, there have less good value showing in this cartoon. So, we prefer to make a 2D cartoon animation called “The Story Of Si Tanggang” because from a real story, there are many good value.

To make this story can be accepted by children, we need to make this story in 2D animation. So, we think most children like to watch this story same as that they like watching other cartoon. Beside for entertainment, children who are watching this story can get a several good values like respect to our parents and many more.

This project is mainly for a kids and children. To make this project more interesting, we need to include graphics and also good combination of colour that suitable for kids.

1.3 Objective

There are several objectives that are underlined to develop this project.

i. To make a 2D animation for “The Story of Si Tanggang “because previously the version of this story is only in film format.

ii. To make this story more interesting especially for kids because this story has some good values.

iii. To commercialize this story to every people in Malaysia especially for a kids.
iv. To make this story accepted by kids because they usually like watching cartoon than a real story. So, a good message in this story can be shown to them.

1.4 Scopes

The scopes of the project are:

i. The project is developed mainly for kids. So the animation that is needed to make must be suitable for kids such as a combination colour and graphics.

ii. This story is still as same as from the real story but the duration of 2D animation story is shorter than a real movie.

iii. This story is not only for entertainment but there have some good messages delivered to or kids who watch this story.

1.5 Project significance

The importance of this 2D animation is generally for parents and especially for kids. Beside that this story has a good message to show to every kid that watches this story. From this story, we know how important to respect our parents especially our mother. Basically, children likes cartoon than a real movie. To make children watch this story, we need to change this story into 2D animation.

This story has a same concept with a real story but some part need to be changed to make this story more interesting because the project that we want to make is an animation story and especially for kids. This project is a good project for entertainment
and also for commercial. Although this project is mainly for entertainment, there still has a good value in this project.

### 1.6 Conclusion

This project is mainly for entertainment but there still has a good value and also using a language that suitable for kids. Generally this story is for everyone but we target this story watched by children. We hope this project can be commercialized after we have finished making the entire story. From this project also we hope we can add more knowledge and skill in animation.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will focus on the literature review and project methodology. History and theory of animation will be explained in fact and finding section. For the project methodology, we will focus on how to build and create the 2D animation.

In literature review section, we will describe the entire thing about 2D animation. For our project, we will research about the lip sync of the character. Some examples of 2D animation also will be described in this topic.

Project methodology refers to the technique on how to build our project. So, to build this project, we need to follow the steps and technique that listed on the project methodology. From the story of animation, all animation keeps following the step and technique so that we can publish the good product of animation.
2.2 Fact and Finding

In this section, we will describe on history of animation, introduction to animation and making 2D animation.

2.2.1 History of Animation

As we know the entire things in the world have their own history. Animation also has its own history and they did not just happen instantly. Referring to the website by Joshua Mosley, here are some of the major milestones which made animation what it is today (1992 – 2003):

Table 2.1: History Of Animation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Jurassic Park use of CG for realistic living creatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Toy Story first full-length 3D CG feature film</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1996 | • BEAVIS AND BUTTHEAD, now a feature is released and makes over 60 million.  
• MARS ATTACKS, Tim Burton. During its production the Manchester studio Bare Bones spends 9 months animating stop- |
motion aliens for the film, only to be told that computer generated images (CGI) would be used instead.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1998 | BUNNY, Chris Wedge, US, AA  
- THE PRINCE OF EGYPT, DreamWorks first animated feature is released.  
- CELEBRITY DEATH MATCH began as a special, expanded into a series five months later.  
- QUEST FOR CAMELOT (Warner) |
| 1999 | THE OLD MAN AND THE SEA, Alexander Petrov, Various Countries, AA  
- IRON GIANT, Directed by Brad Bird, based on the 1968 work by Poet Laureate Ted Hughes.  
- SOUTH PARK: BIGGER, LONGER AND UNCUT is released  
- THE PRINCESS MONONOKE released, Hayao Miyazaki, Director.  
- TOY STORY 2 released, Disney/Pixar  
- STUART LITTLE released, Columbia/Sony o Falun Gong outlawed in China |
| 2000 | FATHER AND DAUGHTER, Michael Dudok de Wit. AA  
- Marc Davis dies (1913-2000), born in Bakersfield, CA., he was one of the Nine Old Men from Disney. He was well known for doing female characters. |
| 2002 | Nine feature animated films were rules eligible for the three nominations in the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Science first ever Feature Length Animation category. They are: "Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within", "Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius", "Marco Polo, Return to Xanadu", "Monsters, Inc.", "Osmosis Jones", "Shrek", "The Trumpet of the Swan", "The Prince of Light", "Waking Life". |
2.2.2 Introduction to Animation

There are many definitions of animation. Animation is the simulation of movement through a series of pictures that have objects in slightly different positions. Cartoons are familiar forms of animation. We have probably seen other forms of animation on a computer, such as company logos that move on Internet Web page, characters move in a computer game, or even objects that move on the computer screen in a software demonstration or tutorial.

In order to make animation works correctly, pictures that making up the animation must replace one another quickly enough to trick the human eye into believing there is movement. A replacement rate of at least 14 frames per second or faster accomplishes this sense of movement. For example, a movie camera replaces the picture frame in a Disney cartoon at a rate of 28 frames per second.

To animate means to bring to life and communicate feelings through storytelling. Students of all ages can create animations with new technologies. Telling a story that communicates emotions to an audience involves deep thinking, creativity and reflection. The old saying, “A picture says a thousand words,” is very true with animation because the picture moves, and is alive. And there is usually other media such as sound to add another layer of meaning. The simplest animation is usually the most effective and often takes detailed planning and creativity. 2D animation using Toon Boom, Flash, Swish can produce sophisticated presentations, demonstrations, simulations and stories. For our project, we choose to make a 2D cartoon animation.
2.2.3 Making 2D animation.

As we know, nowadays there are many types of 2D animation such as cartoon animation. For our project, we choose to make 2D cartoon animation. Basically, to develop animation, there are several steps or processes. There are Pre-production, production and Post-production. There are many software provided to make 2D animation such as Toon Boom, Flash and Swish. For our project, we choose Toon Boom software. Every software has its own specialty. In this topic, we would like to discuss about how to make 2D animation using Toon Boom software.

For the first step, we need to know the Toon Boom workflow. Toon Boom studio uses the power and logic of traditional animation production, yet it has a workflow flexible enough to support the creative process involved in the Web animation. Below is the high-level step in Tonn Boom Studio animation workflow.

1. Creating an animation set

↓

2. Drawing line art and gather multimedia.

↓

3. Adding the sound track and draw lip synced drawings.

↓

4. Ink and paint the drawings.
5. Changing the sequence and timing of images.

6. Choreograph elements in the scene.

7. Exporting the final animated scene.

Figure 2.1: Toon Boom Workflow

2.2.3.1 Creating an Animation Set

An animation set is a project folder that contains all the drawing, bitmaps, sounds and effect in the animation, as well as all of the timing lay out and motion changes the build.

2.2.3.2 Drawing Line Art and Gather Multimedia

This mode provides with a workspace and a set of tools for develop the visual content of animation. In Drawing Mode, we perform the following tasks:

- Add element layers to Exposure Sheet.
- Draw the contents of animation layers. Drawing tools is to create vector images that are key to producing high-quality, small size, and animation.
- Import background images into element layers.
- Import multimedia, such as complete Macromedia Flash movies and audio files. Toon Boom Studio provides a unique system of content management that can help to re-use animation elements.

2.2.3.3 Adding the Sound Track

We can use Toon Boom Studio voice track analyzer to identify the lip positions that must be draw to match the voice track in each frame.

2.2.3.4 Ink and Paint the Drawings

After completing the line art, we are ready to fill the drawings with colour. Toon Boom Studio provides a colour palette management system that simplifies the creation and organization of project colours. With Toon Boom Studio we can:

- Create colour palettes for each character.
- Create palettes for different versions of a characters colour palette.
- Change all of colour swatches in a palette style.
- After mixed project colours, we can easily ink and paint the line art and zones with the painting tools.

2.2.3.5 Changing the Sequence/Timing of Images

The exposure Sheet allows keeping track of all the drawings and element layers in the scene. Each row represents one frame in animation.
2.2.3.6 Choreograph the Elements in the Scene

After ink and paint the drawings and artwork out their exposure, we are ready to use the Scene planning space to lay out our elements and make them change over time. With the timeline window, we can see when element start and end. We can use the timeline window to add and manage peg and camera elements.

2.2.3.7 Exporting

This is the time to export the scenes and produce a final movie. We can export the final movie clip in one following formats:

- Macromedia Flash format (swf), if working with Macromedia Flash MX.
- Quick Time format. (MOV).
- Plazmic Mobile SVG Movie.

2.2.4 Research on lip sync

For this project, we have done a research about the lip sync. From the workflow, lip sync is put in Add the Soundtrack level. For every character, we need to make a lip sync to make the lip consistent with the sound language.

Lip sync is the art of taking a pre-recorded track of dialogue, and making a character appear to speak it. This involves figuring out the timings of the speech (breakdown) as well as the actual animating of the lips/mouth. In addition making the actual setup or mouth phonemes needed can also be considered a part of the entire Lip sync process for 2D.